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FRANCISCAN LETTER REGARDING
U S C A P I T O L A T T A C K Letter to the Friars in the United States
On January 7, 2020, the leaders of six US
Franciscan provinces wrote this letter to
their friars concerning the attack on the US
Capitol.

Dear Brothers,
The six provincials (MP6) of the US-6 provinces
have been meeting via ZOOM since Monday,
January 4, 2021, in order to continue our
discussions about the formation of a new coastto-coast province in the United States.
Although our attention has been focused on the
future, we cannot ignore the demands of the
present time.
Today we put aside our agenda to discuss what
unfolded in Washington, D.C. during the
afternoon hours of January 6, 2021. As your
brothers and as your Provincial Ministers, we
want to share our thoughts with you and we

invite you to share them with others as you see
fit.
We began our discussion mindful of our
identity as Friars Minor and as citizens of the
U.S. We, Franciscan Friars are called to live the
Gospel of Jesus Christ by following the example
of St. Francis of Assisi. We have been in
existence for over 800 years in multiple
countries throughout the world. There are
currently almost 900 of us living in the United
States of America. As friars, we are committed
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FRANCISCAN LETTER CONTINUED
to being instruments of peace and reconciliation

As friars, we pledge to work with all who

for all of our sisters and brothers in the world.

promote human dignity, the common good,

As United States citizens, we cherish the

and peaceful and respectful dialogue. We

democratic values that our nation has tried to

reject violence as a means to achieve a desired

live since its foundation.

end and want to promote non-violent means to
restore justice. We will pray for all our

Our beliefs and our ideals do not blind us to

government officials, especially, President-

what is experienced on a daily basis in our

elect Biden, that they will work together to

country. We are aware of the deep divides that

heal the wounds within our country.

have emerged between groups that hold
divergent political ideologies, have differing

“Our wounds” are not only political. Sadly, as

financial status, and have different racial,

a nation, we are in the midst of a worldwide

ethnic, and religious heritages.

pandemic. This, too, is an urgent issue that
faces our governmental leaders. We call upon

The deliberate attack of January 6, 2021 upon

all people of good will everywhere to unite in

the U.S. Capitol building can be traced to all of

prayer and in action that will help to eradicate

these divisions. Sadly, this assault was a direct

the pandemic so that people in the United

rejection of the democratic values that have held States and throughout the world may once
our nation together for over 240 years.

again experience the original goodness and joy
that the Lord has called us to know and love.

As citizens, we are angered and saddened by the
actions of those who promoted and perpetrated

Fraternally,

this evil. Justice demands accountability for
those who have rejected the “peaceful transition
of power” that is called for by the Constitution
of the United States of America. The list of
violators in this unlawful action is not yet fully
known, but there is no doubt that the words and
the “tweets” of President Trump were
responsible for inciting his supporters to violate
the law and engage in violent and riotous
behavior.
Responsible government officials must act now
in a legal and non-partisan manner to restore
the rule of law by holding the guilty accountable
and offering them the opportunity to amend

Fr. James Gannon, OFM, Province of the
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary
Fr. Kevin Mullen, OFM, Province of the Holy
Name
Fr. Ronald Walters, OFM, Province of Our
Lady of Guadalupe
Fr. Thomas Nairn, OFM, Province of the
Sacred Heart
Fr. David Gaa, OFM, Province of Saint Barbara
Fr. Mark Soehner, OFM, Province of Saint
John the Baptist

their ways.
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LETTER TO THE FAITHFUL OF ST. FRANCIS
A S S I S I C H U R C H A Pastoral Letter by Abel Olivas, OFM
On December 19, 2020, Abel Olivas, OFM,
Pastor of St. Francis Assisi Church in Gallup,
New Mexico, shared a heartfelt message with
his flock about upcoming parish changes.
June 30, 2021 will be the last day that
Franciscan friars will minister at St. Francis.
May the blessings of God be with you,
When the early Franciscans arrived on the soil
of the Southwest they quickly realized they
were in a different culture and a unique way of
life. In order to evangelize and proclaim the
“Good News” to the people of God they began to

Franciscans are that some friars have retired

learn the customs, values and traditions. When

from ministry due to old age or health

the people saw how the Franciscans were

problems and many of our friars have died.

making efforts to intertwine their customs,
values and traditions into the life of the

Because of decline in the number of

Catholic Church the people began to trust the

Franciscans in the United States, which

Franciscans and a long friendship that has

directly affects our ministry in the Southwest,

lasted to the present time. Over the years many

we are no longer able to continue maintaining

Franciscans were inspired by the early

the same number of ministry sites as we have

Franciscans work and they wanted to be a part

in the past. In fact, since 1985 when Our Lady

of the missionary work. Young men joined the

of Guadalupe Province was started we have

Franciscans order wanting to work with the

given up parishes in Cuba, Chama, Clovis, Los

Native people, Hispanic and other ethnic

Ojos, Tierra Amarilla, Santa Fe and many

people. That was the “good old days.” Today in

places on the Navajo Nation and Pueblo Land.

2020 the world has changed a lot.
Several years ago, six of the seven Franciscan
For several years the Franciscans of the United

provinces of the United States decided to

States have been experiencing a severe

merge and become one province. Because all

reduction in numbers. Across the United States

the provinces are diminishing in numbers and

the number of men entering the seminary and

to better serve the people we minister to, a

religious life has been declining. Other factors

plan was put in place to reconfigure and

that have affected the decline in number of

revitalize our lives as Franciscans.
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LETTER TO THE FAITHFUL CONTINUED
When the new province is formed in 2023 the

The Franciscans have been ministering to

Franciscans will manage a few ministry sites

the peope of God in the Southwest and the

that the friars can adequately sustain for a

Diocese of Gallup for several decades. It is

minimum of ten years. Our Lady of Guadalupe

always sad to say good-bye to faith

Province cannot do this without turning over

communities that we have ministered to

some of the parishes to the respective dioceses.

and come to love. It has been a privilege and

All six provinces are doing this. On June 1st,

a great honor to serve you and to walk with

2021, St Francis Parish in Gallup will be turned

you on the path of journey of faith. Please

over to the Diocese of Gallup. We the

pray for us and we will pray for you.

Franciscans Friars are not leaving the diocese.
We will continue to help by ministering to the

Fr. Abel Olivas, OFM

Navajo, Pueblo and Hispanic community.

Pastor

MORE NUCLEAR WEAPONS MEAN DANGER IN
M A N Y W A Y S A Letter by Larry Bernard, OFM
After reading an editorial in the Albuquerque
Journal, Larry Bernard, OFM, wrote an
opinion editorial in response. It was
published on Friday, January 15, 2020. Below
is the full article.

articles Navajos are still suffering from
radiation poisoning and their land is still
contaminated with some 500 abandoned
radioactive mine sites? Consider Laguna
Pueblo: For a time, it had the world’s largest
uranium mine; now according to Pueblo
members, two square miles of radioactive

Dear Editor:

land are no longer fit for people or animals.
Further, the pueblo has a history of many

I want to respectfully disagree with your lead

suffering effects of radiation poisoning.)

editorial on Tuesday, December 29, 2020. Your
headline was: Two NM labs’ work on low-yield

Second, mine tailings contaminate the area

nukes means a safer world. I want to say just

where they are stored and are very expensive

the opposite. More nuclear weapons mean

to move or bury.

danger in many ways.
Third, no one wants to store spent radioactive
To name a few: first, the contamination of both

material. Think of the ongoing opposition to

miners and the land where they mine. (Haven’t

the Yucca Mountain proposed storage

we learned of this danger to our people from

location. Think of the difficulties in storing

the fact that after 50 years, as reported in EPA

waste at the Carlsbad WIPP.
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MORE NUCLEAR WEAPONS CONTINUED
Also, think of what the military did in using

weaponry. It is almost like burying the

depleted uranium for armor-piercing bullets in

money.

Iraq, causing radioactive poisoning not only to
Iraqis but also to American soldiers.

The scientists at Los Alamos and Sandia
National Laboratories have many other areas

You mention that low-yield nuclear weapons

of more productive research and

are as small as 0.3 kiloton bomb. This is 50

development. Taxpayer money should not be

times smaller than the 15-kiloton nuclear

wasted on further development of nuclear

weapon that devastated Hiroshima. But think of

weapons.

what you are saying: the atomic bomb at
Hiroshima with 15 kilotons directly killed 80,

Don’t we know of so many places where this

000 people and by the end of the year 60,000

money should be spent? For example: health

more. If a .3 kiloton bomb killed at the same

care, actual cleanup of abandoned uranium

rate as the 15 kiloton bomb, that still would

mines, replacing aged and wasteful municipal

mean 1, 600 people would be instantly

water systems; replacing aging bridges;

obliterated—with 1,200 more killed by the end

adding or upgrading public health facilities;

of the year!

building half-way houses to take care of the
mentally ill, now being thrown into jails and

On January 11, 2021 Vatican News reported

county prisons; retraining and rehiring those

Pope Francis saying, “the use of atomic energy

whose jobs have been replaced by robotic

for purposes of war is today, more than ever, a

systems or shipped overseas. Finally, as this

crime not only against the dignity of human

pandemic continues, we need to continue

beings but against any possible future for our

assisting those whose incomes have declined

common home. The use of atomic energy for

or disappeared.

purposes of war is immoral, just as the
possession of atomic weapons is immoral.” “We

Spending money on “low-yield” nuclear

will be judged on this,” he added.

weapons, instead of on projects helpful to the
people, does not promote a safer world.

Our spending even more money on such
weapons continues to promote nuclear build up

Sincerely yours,

in other nations. Furthermore, we already have

Rev. Larry Bernard, OFM

a stockpile of large non-nuclear bombs.
When the government has considered spending
one trillion dollars over ten years to modify
and “upgrade” our nuclear weapons, I consider
that this money is wasted on unusable, immoral
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KINDLE MY LONGING

A Poem by Manuel Mendoza, OFM

Kindle Our Longing

Enciende Nuestros Deseos.

La presencia física importa, oh

Come, kindle our longing

Ven, enciende nuestros deseos

Señor. Éste es nuestro deseo.

You know we are shutting

Tú sabes que nos estamos

Shickí Nshkuíttí Güa.

down

apagando.Por favor, no tardes,

Ntë, shickí nshkuíttí güa.

Please don´t be long

Somos de tu pertenencia.

nué l´lö shá kuä nuí güa

We are Your belonging.

kuné jav+o nná ka ttiän
Oh Señor, mira a tu pueblo

Oh Lord, look to Your people

Tú nos creaste para la

You created us for community

comunidad. Reúnenos otra vez

na n´hí ckä gúa
Ndiösé, nihá kshí n´hí

Gather us again in Your temple en Tú templo. Dale a tu

nué nguniä n´hí ská kshí

Give Your creation this

shö t´hé n´hí güa nné l´la shkäyá

creación esta oportunidad.

opportunity.

ntä n´hí shintiú n´hi shká
Abre tu mente, abre tu

yá.

Open your minds, your hearts

corazón, Pon atención a tu

Pay attention to your situation

situación Aquí estoy, no me

Slá cké, slá kárziä n´hí

I am here, I have not left

he ido,

shní kuantä shárë

Return to your holy yearning.

Vuelve a tu Santo Deseo.

nté ntönná, nná nkihänna
shitkuí ö shä nshkuíttí.

Keep your thirst for me, in

Mantén tu sed de mí, en tu

your longing

Deseo,

Ckuttíttï nniá, n´hí nshkuíttí

In this time, in this situation

En este tiempo, en esta

tímpúnní, shárë

Prepare your hearts for our

situación,

kuné prepará n´hí szé h´ní

new picnic

Prepara tu corazón para

nnánibrá kiöthénná shkäyá.

Until we can gather

nuestra nueva cena,

together again.

Hasta que volvamos a

Nkiättá tïnhén ö ngüá shkäyá

estar juntos.

ngüniánná nná n´hí shká

I long for you together I

shá tïhé suä ngüá, shá

created you for each other

Deseo para ustedes que

tiküí ngüá

For communion, for

estemos juntos

nté nkängüá kuszénná

relationship

Los he creado para otros

sihéttí.

Come to my picnic together.

Para la comunión, para la

Still kindle our longing

relación. Vengan y cenemos

Nná ttá shá tihüí

Give us a new normal

juntos.

shánshkuíttí güa.

Physical presence matters,

ntá küí shá tíhü güá

oh Lord.

Mantén encendido nuestro

nné jhó shá tïhé kuí güá

This is our yearning.

deseo. Danos una nueva

shkäyá oh ndiösé

normalidad

nté cká shá nnü nkättí güá.
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KINDLE MY LONGING CONTINUED
Longing is interesting because it moves us to do

in our desperation, and blessing those who

something or desire something or someone, but

trust in God, because they will never be

in this context, I talk only about holy longing,

disappointed. Clearly what the Bible says is

which is an impulse that is like a motor to move

true, the Bible never lies. Reading Holy

our desires. Great philosophers and theologians

Scripture is good for our life and our

like Saint Augustine and Saint Bonaventure,

desperation over all in this pandemic. In every

talked about the holy longing which impels us

situation God answers us, if we seek Him in

to move or choose. When God created us, and

the Scriptures and in our neighbors.

gave us His breath, He then implanted in our
being Holy longing.

On the other hand, God gives us scientists,
doctors and leaders to guide us always. He

My poem “Kindle Our Longing” is a dialogue of

gave them their wisdom to take care of us.

supplication with the Supreme Being. This

This is important to understand about this

supplication is for Mercy and asks for trust and

situation. To the contrary, we would be

faith especially during this pandemic. My poem

tempting our Lord, as Jesus said: “Do not put

reflects love and friendly intimacy with God.

the Lord your God to the test” (Mathew 4: 6). I

This pandemic invites us for reflection about

think, in this pandemic Jesus invites us to

our behavior with others. In the third stanza,

reflect about not putting our Lord to the test.

the Lord responds to our supplications saying:

If we interpret the Bible literally, it is

“Open your minds, your hearts/ Pay attention to

convenient to tempt our faith and our Holy

your situation/ I am here, I have not left/ Return

Longing.

to your Holy Yearning.
It is necessary to pay attention around us, and
In this context, it is convenient to distort our

ask for the Holy Spirit because He will come

holy longing, because it is easy to do the bad,

to interpret the Holy Scripture for us. Pray to

but in this reflection I am not writing about bad

our Holy Longing in this time. He will come to

desire, just to clarify a little. Generally when we

kindle our desire, and then our hearts and our

talk about longing, people refer to sex, eating or

minds will understand all, whatever we need

diversion. On the other hand, people use the

to know.

Bible in this pandemic for their own benefits.
This pandemic is an opportunity which our
When this pandemic started, many people had

Holy Longing gave us for change and

confusion about their faith with God. They did

conversion. When He gives us something

not want to listen to authorities who said to

different about our routine, it is to restore life,

wear masks, socially distance, and don’t gather

to make a new normal. I was hearing many

in large groups because these people insisted

people say “I want to return to normal” or “we

God would protect them from Covid-19. The

want our life before.” In this context, it

Bible mentions many times about God saving us

reminds me about the Hebrews when God
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KINDLE MY LONGING CONTINUED
brought them out of slavery. “They said to

In conclusion “Kindle Our Longing” invites

Moses, “Was it because there were no graves

everyone to have a dialog with our Lord to

in Egypt that you brought us to the desert to

kindle our desire to seek only Him, and never

die?” What have you done to us by bringing us

avoid Him. The Holy Longing has the power to

out of Egypt? Didn’t we say to you in Egypt,

restore our life. Keep your thirst for God

“Leave us alone; let us serve the Egyptians”? It

because He calls us to return to Him.

would have been better for us to serve the
Egyptians than to die in the desert!” Moses
answered the people, “Do not be afraid. Stand
firm and you will see the deliverance the Lord
will bring you today. The Egyptians you see
today you will never see again. The Lord will
fight for you; you need only to be still”
(Exodus 14: 11-14).
I invite everyone to ponder the story about
their own lives. I hope in Hebrew history we
will find the answer to this pandemic. Let’s
take advantage of this situation to return to
our Lord, to find the new normal which God
gives us.

POVERTY: ONE FRANCISCAN PERSPECTIVE
A Reflection By Bernard Keele, OFM
On one recent excursion with another friar,
we passed a homeless man at one of the
largest intersections here in Albuquerque.
Because the traffic was not thick, he had an
opportunity to cross two empty lanes at the
stoplight to receive a donation from the car in
front of us. The friar next to me asked almost
rhetorically, “I wonder where he will sleep
tonight?” This question was answered on our
return to the friary that same evening.
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POVERTY CONTINUED
Heading south on a throughway, just north of
downtown, lined up for two city blocks were
‘shadows of makeshift tents’ dimly lit by the
streetlights. One pile of belongings was next to
an occupied sleeping bag. The activity of this
section of the city was minimal with only one
or two street-walkers as it was past nightfall,
and it was very cold.
The homeless represent powerlessness. They
did not choose their situations. Psychological
and material chains prevent many of these
women and men from a life of truer freedom.
There is another form of poverty, however,
and this form of poverty has none of the
negative connotations normally associated
with the ‘curse of society’ that manifests itself
on the corners of busy intersections or on a
downtown street at night. St. Francis of Assisi
chose to identify with the poor ones, the

one embracing such a lifestyle, and more

‘accursed ones’ of his society. The decision for

specifically, a means to being an instrument of

Francis to deliberately divest himself of things

peace. Briefly, as a vocational calling, an

and intentionally maintain that status can

attempt will be made to explicate some of the

only be understood from a radical Christian

wisdom behind this radical and rather extreme

ideological principle – that of imitating the

interpretation of following Jesus, especially as

example of Christ Crucified who became poor

it relates to reconciliation and peacemaking.

for our sakes, and by literally following the
counsel of Jesus when he told his followers to

What do the homeless do by reason of their

take nothing with them on the journey they

circumstances in life that Franciscans do by

were commissioned to make in His name.

reason of their Christian calling? They beg. The
homeless beg for the dire needs of the body; the

The counsel of the Vow of Poverty that Francis

Franciscans beg for the needs of the body and

took to himself, while in hindsight can be

soul. The homeless beg for mercy's sake while

understood to have been inspired, is plainly

the Franciscans beg for charity's sake. The

not a universal calling for everyone or every

homeless are driven into a needy state, while

Christian. Rather, it is a path. It is a singular

the Franciscans choose this state to imitate

way.It is a means to an end – the growth of the

Christ Crucified and to divest of the material
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POVERTY CONTINUED
goods and positions of power that become seeds

for the Franciscan who seeks to extend the

of controversy and greed.

fundamental request for mercy to an invitation
that also includes charity. Does gender of the

Francis justified begging for his fellow friars by

giver matter to the homeless from whom she or

reason of them embracing a state in life that

he receives? Does sexual orientation of the

more closely resembled Jesus’ example and

generous matter to the homeless from whom

Jesus’ instructions. The Franciscan at the door

she or he receives? What about political

is asking for food in exchange for the

identity? What about religious persuasion? No.

opportunity for the hearer to become a

The mission of the homeless is a just daily

charitable giver. The love and peace of God

search for the means to avoid death. And the

descend upon those who respond to the

supplication of the Franciscan is a just and

invitation to give - both through justice and

charitable inquiry to provide an opportunity

through charity. Justice and charity are

for all to become more like God the Creator

exercised in giving to the homeless; and charity

who gives to all, provides for all, and sustains

and justice are exercised in giving to those who

all.

have become poor in the act of imitating
Christ.

Amidst the political and ideological divisions of
our time, amidst the outer layers of our

And what is the beauty in wisdom of this

identities that cling to positions of power and

dynamic as it relates to unification and

impositions upon others, amidst the

peacemaking? From a state of need, whether

competitive greed to satiate an insatiable

through circumstances imposed from the

appetite for security and pleasure, it would do

outside or from a radical interpretation of

well for us to ponder the fragile and needy

following Jesus, there are no enemies and

aspects of our human condition that will

dualism is eradicated. The layers of our

invariably and inevitably humble us and place

identity for the giver and receiver are peeled

us in a position of need. How many times in the

back to reveal fragile humans that

past have we experienced the humiliation of

fundamentally depend upon our sister and

having to require cooperation from an enemy?

brother to make life work.

When we thought of ourselves as so strong, we
suddenly found ourselves so weak? Perhaps in

This is important as it relates to unity,

this way, we can better understand the words

reconciliation, and peace. For, from whom do

of Scripture that tell us in the person of St.

the homeless hope to find mercy? From whom

Paul, "It is when I am weak that I am strong."

do Franciscans hope to find charity? They are

For it is when we stand in our fundamental

one in the same. There is no discrimination of

weakness of need and need of each other that

others for the homeless person who is seeking

we find the strength to include another in a

mercy; and there is no discrimination of others

relationship of unity, reciprocity and love.
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TWO PATHS

A Story by Gerry Steinmetz, OFM, A Franciscan Storyteller

When David Paz, OFM, and I began our

First, I used three words in Spanish: placer,

ministry in Tierra Blanca, Peru (including 65

poder, and tener. Placer- selfishness, pride,

villages along the Ucayali River), Bishop Victor

hatred, vengeance, insults and a disordered life.

de la Pena lent us his boat to visit the villages

PODER- male domination, power, and

during a three month period beginning in

corruption. TENER- seeking to have more,

September. The previous pastor shared

greed, and jealousy.

suggestions of how to travel and visit all of the
villages. We had only a couple of months to

These Spanish words spoke to the people and

prepare to visit the villages, gather the people,

they perhaps could see how these were

and offer the Sacrament of Baptisms. We

destroying their lives, families, and villages.

mapped out how we would visit with Father
David in one village and I in the other.
We gathered the people as best we could and
had about one hour to prepare families for
Sacrament of Baptism. We only had on hour to
share about Baptism, the Catholic faith, and
the Bible. For many of the villages, we would
not be back for two years. WHAT would YOU
select to teach in only one hour?
After lots of prayer, I came up with a simple
but profound teaching from the words of Jesus:
Enter by the narrow road/path because the
other Path is wide and easy and many take it;
but it leads to Destruction. The narrow
road/path leads to Life and only a few find it,”
(Mathew 7:13-14).
Since many times there were no blackboards
in the rooms where we met, I had two banners
made which I could carry and use as a visual
while I was trying to explain this teachingcalling people to take the narrow, difficult
Path that Jesus spells out for us.
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TWO PATHS CONTINUED
I used a labyrinth to demonstrate taking a very

Then the families could make a decision,

narrow path that begins with denying oneself,

through Baptism, to live and teach their

and following the teachings of the Lord. These

children to follow the narrow Path. Baptizing

teachings included: love your neighbor as

their children would be a commitment to

yourself, forgiving, serving one another,

Center their lives on Jesus and His teaching.

sharing and caring for one another. Following

Many families decided to baptize their

these, would lead to the Center: being a

children!

Disciple of Jesus and Eternal life promised in
Baptism.

Today, this simple teaching is relevant for us
all! Simply stated: There are only two paths in

Baptism is a DECISION to take the hard path

life: one leads to Destruction; many are on that

and turn away from what is leading to

wide and easy path. The other Path demands a

Destruction. I suggested that the people ask

lot, BUT leads to LIFE. We need to ask

themselves: What is destroying us?

ourselves and our families: WHAT is
Destroying us today?
Is it worth taking a more difficult path? It is
hard to forgive, to not hold resentments or
hatreds, to let go of greed, to love as the Father
loves us, to listen to the Lord and give your life
for your family… Although harder, the Narrow
Path leads to Eternal Life, and is well worth it
in the End!
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